“Access hardware solutions for anything that opens & shuts”

Ph: 03-9388 2551
sales@conceptlatch.com.au
www.conceptlatch.com.au
353 Victoria Street, Brunswick 3056
Major Product Lines

Drawer Slides & Linear Rails
- Accuride Ball Bearing Drawer Slides
  - Light Duty
  - Medium Duty
  - Heavy Duty
  - Tilt Slides
  - Aluminium Slides
  - Accessories
- Rollon Linear Rails
  - Compact Rail
  - X Rail
  - Easy Slide
  - Curviline
  - Actuator Line
  - Telescopic Rails
- Hegra Telescopic Rails
  - Over Extension Rails

Latches
- Compression Latches
- Bolt Latches
- Catch Latches
- Flush Mounted Locks
- Hidden Panel Latches
- Magnetic Latches
- Multipoint Locking
- Push to Close Buttons
- Quarter Turn Latches
- Passenger Restraint Latches
- Rotary Latches
- Slam Latches
- Spring Bolt Latches
- Trigger Latches
- Over-Centre Latches
- Toggle Latches
- Electronic Rotary Latch

Knobs
- Ball Knobs
- Wing Knobs
- Button Knobs
- Lobe Knobs
- Wing Knobs
- Scallop Knobs
- Star Knobs
- Taper Knobs
- Thumbscrew Knobs
- Self-Assembly Knobs

Handles
- Bridge Handles
- Grab Handles
- Drop-T Handles
- Cranking Handles
- Clamping Handles
- Function Handles
- Folding Handles
- L Handles
- Swing Handles
- T Handles
- D Handles
- Electronic Locking Swinghandle
Hinges
- Piano Hinges
- Butt Hinges
- Lift-Off Hinges
- Torque Hinges
- Bullet Hinges
- Diecast Hinges
- Concealed Hinges
- Door Removal Hinges
- Pintle Hinges
- RV & Caravan Hinges
- Position Control hinges
- Plastic Hinges
- Continuous Hinges
- Pivot Hinges
- Glass Cabinet Hinges
- Snap In Hinges

Quick Release Solutions
- Lifting Pins
- Threaded Lifting Pins
- Ball Lock Pins
- Detent Ring Pins
- Index Plungers
- Positive Lock Pins
- Cotter Pins
- Ring Pull Pins
- Wire Lock Pins
- Clevis Pins
- Spring Plungers

Hold Down Action & Toggle Clamps
- Vertical Hold Down Clamps
- Horizontal Hold Down Clamps
- Pull Back Action Clamps
- Toggle Clamps

And Many More...
- Pinchweld
- Foam Sealing Tapes
- Lashing Rails & Fittings
- Gas Struts
- Brackets
- Cable Covers
- Folding Steps
- Footmans Loops
- Hooks
- Vents
- Lid Stays
- Soft Down Stays
- Cover Stays
- Electronic Locking Slides
- Warehouse Signage
- Marking Tapes & Shapes
- Dampers

Castors
- Light Duty
- Medium Duty
- Heavy Duty
- Cast Iron Heavy Duty
- High Impact Wheels
- High Temperature Castors
- Single & Twin Wheels
Our Partners

ROLLON®
BY TIMKEN

A leading manufacturer of linear bearings & actuators designed to meet the requirements of engineers involved in machine design applications e.g. plant assembly, packaging, transportation, manufacturing & medical devices. www.rollon.com

southco®
— AUTHORIZED DISTRIBUTOR —

Trusted Global Leader in Engineered Touch Point Solutions, Electronic Latching and Constant torque hinging. Southco has built an unmatched portfolio of access hardware solutions, through innovation and strategic acquisitions. www.southco.com

Accuride

Accuride slides are designed into a wide range of applications: furniture, cabinetry, appliances, electronic enclosures, all sorts of vehicles, & industrial equipment. A reputation built on quality, ensuring strictest standards. www.accuride.com

STABILUS

Your expert for gas struts, dampers & electromechanical drives used in automobiles, furniture, construction & medical products. Allowing you to optimize opening, closing, lifting, lowering, damping actions. www.stabilus.com

Rencol COMPONENTS

Has been designing & manufacturing plastic & metal components for over 90 years. Rencol Components has developed an expanded range of high-quality, competitively priced industrial knobs, handles, index plungers & more. www.rencol.com

PIVOT POINT INC.

PINS > CABLES > SOLUTIONS

A specialist for non-threaded fasteners. Continually investing in automation, systems & improvements to allow fast lead times & competitive pricing. Pivot Point is widely recognized for developing new solutions. www.pivotpins.com
Eberhard is one of the leading manufacturers of transportation hardware in the world for industrial door handles, heavy-duty industrial hinges, industrial door hardware, industrial latches, military products & hardware. www.eberhard.com

More than 80 years of manufacturing experience with a wide range of Manufacturing & Fixture elements, Clamping products, Operating & Machining elements, as well as Quick Release Pins in accordance with Aviation standards. www.halder.com

‘Quality for Industry’ is characteristic for the entire range of products. Offering single element handles, a large technical range, aluminium bow type handles of round rod, collapsible handles, stainless steel handles & many more. www.rohde.com

Steel Smith is India’s largest manufacturer & exporter of Toggle Clamps, Clamps, Pneumatic Toggle Clamps, Fixture Elements, Clamping Devices, Hydraulic Swing Clamps & Fixture elements in steel & stainless steel. www.steelsmith.com

Sugatsunes Design Motion Technology: Torque Hinges & stays featuring soft close, free stop & power assist. Find and select your perfect hinge or stay with Sasuga-kun their Selection Tool. https://www.sugatsune-intl.com/motion-design-tech/

Our Partners continued
Concept Latch Lock & Hinge, established in 1989, supplies industrial components & hardware to a wide variety of customers & industries.

We supply sheet metal fabricators, electronic cabinet manufacturers, truck & trailer manufacturers, as well as recreational & emergency vehicle manufacturers. We supply to any industry which requires an access hardware solution.

We represent internationally renowned companies, whereby quality, delivery & engineering experience make us a leader amongst our competitors, offering over 25,000 products to the market. Our dedicated staff, with many years of industry experience & knowledge, we will assist you in the development of your access solution.

We service your needs by providing an extensive product range offering 3D-CAD modelling, samples, & on time delivery for your manufacturing requirements no matter where your facility is situated.

We aim for our products to provide low installation costs, ease of assembly to reduce the total manufacturing costs for our customers.

Contact Us: 03 9388 2551
sales@conceptlatch.com.au
www.conceptlatch.com.au